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New Horizons Instrument Suite

See See http://www.pluto.jhuapl.edu/spacecraft/instruments.htmlhttp://www.pluto.jhuapl.edu/spacecraft/instruments.html for for 
more detailsmore details
Alice: 0.052 Alice: 0.052 –– 0.180 0.180 µµm UV spectrometer, 1700 x 5200 m UV spectrometer, 1700 x 5200 µµradrad/pixel/pixel
LORRI: 0.4 LORRI: 0.4 –– 1.0 1.0 µµm unfiltered CCD camera, 5 m unfiltered CCD camera, 5 µµradrad/pixel/pixel
MVIC: 4MVIC: 4--color CCD camera, 20 color CCD camera, 20 µµradrad/pixel/pixel
•• Saturation on sunlit surfaces at 5 AU limits its use during the Saturation on sunlit surfaces at 5 AU limits its use during the Jupiter Jupiter 

encounterencounter
LEISA: 1.25 LEISA: 1.25 –– 2.50 2.50 µµm nearm near--IR IR spectographspectograph, 62 , 62 µµradrad/pixel/pixel
REX: Radio science and ~4 cm wavelength radiometerREX: Radio science and ~4 cm wavelength radiometer
PEPSSI: 25 PEPSSI: 25 –– 1000 keV plasma spectrometer1000 keV plasma spectrometer
SWAP: 0.03 SWAP: 0.03 –– 8 keV plasma spectrometer8 keV plasma spectrometer
SDC: Dust counterSDC: Dust counter
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Current Status of Jupiter Planning

A detailed observation plan has been developed, and is describedA detailed observation plan has been developed, and is described
here.  The plan maximizes scientific return while meeting the here.  The plan maximizes scientific return while meeting the 
following constraints:following constraints:
•• Instrument calibration necessary for Pluto takes priority over Instrument calibration necessary for Pluto takes priority over 

Jupiter scienceJupiter science
•• Finite resources: fuel budget for attitude control, raw data Finite resources: fuel budget for attitude control, raw data 

storage capacity, storage capacity, downlinkeddownlinked data volume, etc.data volume, etc.
•• Necessary trajectory correction maneuversNecessary trajectory correction maneuvers
•• Necessary periodic DSN coverage and associated spacecraft turnsNecessary periodic DSN coverage and associated spacecraft turns
•• Turn times between observationsTurn times between observations

Translation of this plan into spacecraft commands will be done oTranslation of this plan into spacecraft commands will be done over ver 
the next few monthsthe next few months
•• The practicalities of implementation may require modification orThe practicalities of implementation may require modification or

simplification of the plansimplification of the plan
•• Improved knowledge of instrument behavior and calibration may Improved knowledge of instrument behavior and calibration may 

also result in changes to the planalso result in changes to the plan
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Jupiter Encounter: The Big Picture
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Encounter Geometry and 
Significant Events

All Times are spacecraft event times, UT
Close encounter time = February 28th, 2007, 05:45 UT
Range to Jupiter = 2,305,000 km

= 32.2 RJ
Date Time Range, km mrad Phase Long.  Event
Feb 25 09:45 6,330,000 0.83 11 349 Ganymede eclipse ingress
Feb 25 11:45 6,220,000 0.85 12 352 Ganymede eclipse egress
Feb 27 10:46 3,070,000 1.02 40 315 Europa eclipse ingress
Feb 27 13:18 3,040,000 1.03 45 321 Europa eclipse egress
Feb 27 14:20 2,730,000 1.33 48 303 Io Eclipse ingress
Feb 27 16:28 2,750,000 1.32 53 316 Io Eclipse egress
Feb 28 02:00 2,950,000 1.06 72 347 Europa closest approach
Feb 28 05:00 2,300,000 61.92 82 Jupiter closest approach
Feb 28 06:00 3,020,000 1.73 102 41 Ganymede closest approach
Feb 28 06:30 4,150,000 1.15 81 353 Callisto closest approach
Feb 28 22:00 2,260,000 1.61 118 141 Io closest approach
Mar 1 08:48 2,740,000 1.32 120 231 Io eclipse ingress
Mar 1 10:58 2,950,000 1.23 121 248 Io eclipse ingress
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Io, Europa near close approach

Simulated LORRI, MVIC, LEISA imagesSimulated LORRI, MVIC, LEISA images

LORRI

MVIC
LEISA
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Ganymede, Callisto near close approach

Simulated LORRI, MVIC, LEISA imagesSimulated LORRI, MVIC, LEISA images
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Science Overview

Observation CategoriesObservation Categories
•• Jupiter AtmosphereJupiter Atmosphere
•• IoIo
•• Icy Galilean SatellitesIcy Galilean Satellites
•• MagnetosphereMagnetosphere
•• RingsRings
•• Small SatellitesSmall Satellites
•• SceneryScenery

These categories are described in turn on subsequent These categories are described in turn on subsequent 
slides, with references to specific visits to specific slides, with references to specific visits to specific 
targets shown in targets shown in redred..

The implementation section (slide 29 onwards) describes The implementation section (slide 29 onwards) describes 
the specific visits in more detailthe specific visits in more detail
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Jupiter Atmosphere: Stellar Occultation

Sound the poorlySound the poorly--known composition and structure of known composition and structure of 
Jupiter’s upper atmosphereJupiter’s upper atmosphere
Abundance and scale height information for many Abundance and scale height information for many 
species species 
•• e.g., He.g., H22, CH, CH44, C, C22HH22, and higher hydrocarbons, and higher hydrocarbons
•• 1010--44 to 10to 1044 µbarµbar

Bulk atmosphere temperature profileBulk atmosphere temperature profile
Constraints on upper atmosphere dynamics and Constraints on upper atmosphere dynamics and 
photochemical models. photochemical models. 
Observations:Observations:
•• Only one observable star (HR 7119) provides sufficient S/NOnly one observable star (HR 7119) provides sufficient S/N

•• Jocc01, Jocc02Jocc01, Jocc02, , --1.3 days1.3 days
•• Latitude 70 NLatitude 70 N
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Jupiter Atmosphere: Aurorae and 
Airglow

AuroraeAurorae
•• Influence of the solar wind?Influence of the solar wind?
•• NightsideNightside behavior?behavior?
•• Different UV and nearDifferent UV and near--IR IR 

morphology?morphology?
AirglowAirglow
•• Nature of the LyNature of the Ly--αα “bulge”?“bulge”?

ObservationsObservations
•• Synoptic Alice and SWAP observations Synoptic Alice and SWAP observations 

(v. low (v. low resnresn. or disk. or disk--integrated)integrated)
•• Observatory phase: Observatory phase: --52 52 --> > --37 days 37 days 

((JobsUV01JobsUV01))
•• --37 37 --> > --27 days (27 days (JappUV01JappUV01))
•• --20 20 --> > --17 days (17 days (JappUV02JappUV02))

•• Resolved dayside LyResolved dayside Ly--αα / H/ H33
++ map with map with 

Alice and LEISA, Alice and LEISA, --3.2 days 3.2 days 
((Jaurora01, 02Jaurora01, 02))

•• Resolved Resolved nightsidenightside
LyLy--αα / H/ H33

++ map map 
with Alice and LEISA, with Alice and LEISA, 
+3.0, +3.1 days +3.0, +3.1 days 
((Jaurora03 Jaurora03 -- 0606))
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Jupiter Atmosphere: Cloud Dynamics

33--Dimensional circulation Dimensional circulation 
in Jovian stormsin Jovian storms
Development of cloud Development of cloud 
particle sizesparticle sizes
NHNH33 gas inventorygas inventory
Cloud composition Cloud composition 
(NH(NH33, H, H22O)O)
ObservationsObservations
•• Five LEISA image cubesFive LEISA image cubes

of the Great Red Spot and its of the Great Red Spot and its 
wake region on successive Jupiter wake region on successive Jupiter 
rotations, with support LORRI rotations, with support LORRI 
imaging (imaging (Jstorm01 Jstorm01 –– 04, Jbest0104, Jbest01, , 
--1.4 1.4 -- +0.3 days)+0.3 days)

•• LORRI images of the new “Little LORRI images of the new “Little 
Red Spot” (Red Spot” (Jlrspot01, 02Jlrspot01, 02, , --1.5, 1.5, 
--1.1 days)1.1 days)

•• 3 pairs of global LORRI images in 3 pairs of global LORRI images in 
the observatory phase the observatory phase 
((Jobsatm01Jobsatm01, , --52 52 -- --37 days)37 days)
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Io: Surface

Surface albedo changes since Surface albedo changes since 
GalileoGalileo
•• Global  panchromatic LORRI Global  panchromatic LORRI 

coverage at ~12 km/pix (coverage at ~12 km/pix (Ihires01 Ihires01 ––
0606))

•• MVIC color coverage of JupiterMVIC color coverage of Jupiter--
facing hemisphere at ~60 km/pix facing hemisphere at ~60 km/pix 
((Ishine01, 02)Ishine01, 02)

Global topography from limb fitsGlobal topography from limb fits
•• Better longitude coverage than Better longitude coverage than 

Galileo(?)Galileo(?)
Nature of the broad 1.2 Nature of the broad 1.2 µµm m 
absorption band?  Global absorption band?  Global 
distribution of 1.98, 2.12 distribution of 1.98, 2.12 µµm SOm SO22
bands? bands? 
•• Global 1.25 Global 1.25 –– 2.5 2.5 µµm reflectance m reflectance 

spectroscopy (spectroscopy (Ihiresir01 Ihiresir01 –– 0404))
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Io: Plumes

Distribution, morphology, lifetime, Distribution, morphology, lifetime, 
shortshort--term variability, and particle term variability, and particle 
size distribution of the plumessize distribution of the plumes
•• Global panchromatic LORRI coverage Global panchromatic LORRI coverage 

for plumes higher than ~60 km at for plumes higher than ~60 km at 
high phase angles (high phase angles (Initemon01 Initemon01 –– 1414))

•• Color MVIC images of selected Color MVIC images of selected 
plumes (e.g. Pele, Prometheus, plumes (e.g. Pele, Prometheus, 
TvashtarTvashtar) on the limb () on the limb (Ihires01, 05, Ihires01, 05, 
Initemon05, Ieclipse05Initemon05, Ieclipse05))

ShortShort--term plume variability: term plume variability: 
correlation of plumes with Jovian correlation of plumes with Jovian 
dust streams?dust streams?
•• Multiple LORRI observations of the Multiple LORRI observations of the 

same longitudes on approach and same longitudes on approach and 
departure, with an emphasis on Pele departure, with an emphasis on Pele 
((Isunmon01 Isunmon01 –– 09, Initemon01 09, Initemon01 –– 1414))
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Io: Hot Spots

Temperatures and global distribution of the Temperatures and global distribution of the 
hottest hot spots?  Temperatures constrain the hottest hot spots?  Temperatures constrain the 
magma compositionmagma composition
•• Global eclipse and Global eclipse and nightsidenightside imaging (imaging (Ieclipse01 Ieclipse01 ––

05, Ihiresir04, Ishine01, 0205, Ihiresir04, Ishine01, 02))
•• LORRI (0.4 LORRI (0.4 –– 1.01.0µµm panchromatic, ~12 km resolution) m panchromatic, ~12 km resolution) 
•• MVIC (0.4 MVIC (0.4 –– 1.0 1.0 µµm, ~50 km resolution)m, ~50 km resolution)
•• LEISA (1.25 LEISA (1.25 –– 2.5 2.5 µµm, ~150 km resolution)m, ~150 km resolution)

Io in eclipse, 2.2 Io in eclipse, 2.2 µµm, 100 km m, 100 km resnresn, de , de PaterPater et al. 2004et al. 2004
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Io: Auroral Emissions
Interaction of Io’s atmosphere with the Interaction of Io’s atmosphere with the 
Jovian plasmaJovian plasma
•• ~40 Alice spectra of FUV neutral O, S ~40 Alice spectra of FUV neutral O, S 

emissions at many geometries (emissions at many geometries (every Io visitevery Io visit))
•• Eclipse imaging of visible SOEclipse imaging of visible SO22, O, S, Na , O, S, Na 

emissions (emissions (Ieclipse01 Ieclipse01 –– 0505))
Thermal excitation of volcanic gasesThermal excitation of volcanic gases
•• Eclipse imaging of 1.7 Eclipse imaging of 1.7 µµm SO emission m SO emission 

((Ieclipse01 Ieclipse01 –– 0505))
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Io: Neutral bound atmosphere
Does Io’s atmosphere collapse at night?Does Io’s atmosphere collapse at night?
•• Occultation of HD166052 (Occultation of HD166052 (Iocc01Iocc01, , --2.1 days)2.1 days)

•• 5555oo S latitudeS latitude
•• Phase angle 25Phase angle 25oo: see atmosphere at 7:40 am and 7:40 pm: see atmosphere at 7:40 am and 7:40 pm
•• Bright star: excellent S/N, strong absorption expectedBright star: excellent S/N, strong absorption expected
•• First ever observation of Io’s First ever observation of Io’s nightsidenightside atmosphereatmosphere

•• Occultation of HD211802 (Occultation of HD211802 (Iocc02Iocc02, , --0.0 days)0.0 days)
•• EquatorialEquatorial
•• Phase 87Phase 87oo: Noon/midnight: Noon/midnight
•• Very low S/NVery low S/N

Limb transmission, 1.6 x 10Limb transmission, 1.6 x 101616 cmcm--22 SOSO2               2               Star counts in bottom scale heightStar counts in bottom scale height

Simulated Occultation of HD 166052Simulated Occultation of HD 166052
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Europa science goals

AtmosphereAtmosphere
•• Variability of diskVariability of disk--integrated UV emissions (neutral integrated UV emissions (neutral 

O at 1304, 1356 Å) with:O at 1304, 1356 Å) with:
•• Europa LongitudeEuropa Longitude
•• Magnetospheric longitudeMagnetospheric longitude
•• EclipseEclipse

•• Visible emissions in eclipse (diskVisible emissions in eclipse (disk--resolved)resolved)
Surface compositionSurface composition
•• DiskDisk--resolved 1.2 resolved 1.2 –– 2.5 2.5 µµm spectra at better m spectra at better 

spectral resolution than NIMS (R = 300), spectral resolution than NIMS (R = 300), ≤≤ 20 20 
pixels across the diskpixels across the disk

Surface geologySurface geology
•• Distribution of large, broad, depressions (“crop Distribution of large, broad, depressions (“crop 

circles”) seen in nearcircles”) seen in near--terminator imaging… terminator imaging… 
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Europa: “Crop Circles”

Global pattern of Global pattern of arcuatearcuate
depressions following small depressions following small 
circles: what are they?circles: what are they?
•• NearNear--terminator LORRI terminator LORRI 

imaging at selected longitudes imaging at selected longitudes 
to improve on Galileo coverage to improve on Galileo coverage 
((Eterm01 Eterm01 --0808))
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Europa: Surface composition

What is the nature of the nonWhat is the nature of the non--ice material?ice material?
•• Mapping of trailing hemisphere and adjacent Mapping of trailing hemisphere and adjacent 

longitude nearlongitude near--IR spectra at higher spectral IR spectra at higher spectral 
resolution (R=300) than Galileo NIMS (R=~70) resolution (R=300) than Galileo NIMS (R=~70) 
((Ecomp01, 02, Ebest01Ecomp01, 02, Ebest01))
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Europa: Atmosphere
Response of Europa’s atmosphere to the Jupiter Response of Europa’s atmosphere to the Jupiter 
magnetosphere?  Origin of the atmosphere?magnetosphere?  Origin of the atmosphere?
•• DiskDisk--integrated Alice spectra of neutral O emission integrated Alice spectra of neutral O emission 

(1304, 1356 Å) on all 27 Europa visits (including UV(1304, 1356 Å) on all 27 Europa visits (including UV--only only 
visits visits Euvspec01 Euvspec01 –– 1414), at a wide range of longitudes, local ), at a wide range of longitudes, local 
times, and magnetospheric longitudestimes, and magnetospheric longitudes

•• VisibleVisible--wavelength imaging of wavelength imaging of auroralauroral emissions in eclipse emissions in eclipse 
with LORRI and MVIC (with LORRI and MVIC (Eeclipse01Eeclipse01))

•• NIR imaging in eclipse with LEISA (serendipity?)NIR imaging in eclipse with LEISA (serendipity?)
Response of Europa’s atmosphere to Jupiter eclipse?Response of Europa’s atmosphere to Jupiter eclipse?
•• Time sequence of diskTime sequence of disk--integrated Alice spectra through an eclipse (integrated Alice spectra through an eclipse (Eeclipse01Eeclipse01))

Abundance and distribution of the molecular atmosphere?Abundance and distribution of the molecular atmosphere?
•• Occultation of Occultation of 

HD173375 (HD173375 (Eocc01Eocc01, , 
--1.0 days)1.0 days)

•• Star is bright but Star is bright but 
expected signal expected signal 
is small: (S/N ~0.2, is small: (S/N ~0.2, 
unless star is  unless star is  
brighter or brighter or 
atmosphere denser atmosphere denser 
than the simulations)than the simulations)
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Ganymede: Composition

Global distribution of water Global distribution of water 
ice and other hydrated ice and other hydrated 
species on Ganymede?species on Ganymede?
•• GapGap--fill and trailing side fill and trailing side 

coverage at much better coverage at much better 
spectral resolution than spectral resolution than 
Galileo NIMS (Galileo NIMS (Gcomp01, 02, Gcomp01, 02, 
Gbest01Gbest01))
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Ganymede: Atmosphere
Response of Ganymede’s atmosphere to the Jupiter Response of Ganymede’s atmosphere to the Jupiter 
magnetosphere? magnetosphere? 
•• DiskDisk--integrated Alice spectra of neutral O emission integrated Alice spectra of neutral O emission 

(1304, 1356 Å) on all 5 Ganymede visits (including 8 hours (1304, 1356 Å) on all 5 Ganymede visits (including 8 hours 
surrounding surrounding Gocc01 Gocc01 for magnetic longitude response study)for magnetic longitude response study)

•• VisibleVisible--wavelength imaging of wavelength imaging of auroralauroral emissions in eclipse emissions in eclipse 
with LORRI and MVIC (with LORRI and MVIC (Geclipse01Geclipse01))

•• NIR imaging in eclipse with LEISA (serendipity?)NIR imaging in eclipse with LEISA (serendipity?)
Response of Ganymede’s atmosphere to Jupiter eclipse?Response of Ganymede’s atmosphere to Jupiter eclipse?
•• Time sequence of diskTime sequence of disk--integrated Alice spectra through an integrated Alice spectra through an 

eclipse (eclipse (Geclipse01, 02Geclipse01, 02))
Abundance and distribution of the molecular atmosphere?Abundance and distribution of the molecular atmosphere?
•• Occultation of Sigma Occultation of Sigma ArietisArietis ((Gocc01Gocc01, +4.5 days), +4.5 days)
•• Latitude 70 NLatitude 70 N
•• Star is bright, Star is bright, 

expected signal expected signal 
is moderate: (S/N ~9)is moderate: (S/N ~9)
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Callisto: Composition and Atmosphere

How reliably can the THow reliably can the T--dependent spectrum of water ice be used as dependent spectrum of water ice be used as 
a thermometer at arbitrary phase angles, e.g. on Charon?  How a thermometer at arbitrary phase angles, e.g. on Charon?  How 
much does the spectrum depend on phase angle?much does the spectrum depend on phase angle?
•• Observe the same hemisphere of Callisto with LEISA at 18, 46 andObserve the same hemisphere of Callisto with LEISA at 18, 46 and 76 76 

degree phase (degree phase (Ccomp01, 02, Cbest01Ccomp01, 02, Cbest01))
Does Callisto have a substantial ODoes Callisto have a substantial O22 atmosphere (as recently atmosphere (as recently 
predicted by predicted by LiangLiang et al. 2005)?et al. 2005)?
•• Long (up to 7 hour) diskLong (up to 7 hour) disk--integrated Alice UV spectra to look for 1304, integrated Alice UV spectra to look for 1304, 

1356 Å neutral O emission (not yet seen) at different magnetic 1356 Å neutral O emission (not yet seen) at different magnetic 
longitudes (longitudes (Cuvspec01 Cuvspec01 –– 0404))

•• Two stellar occultations:Two stellar occultations:
•• 16 16 SgrSgr, , --1.9 days, 35 S, 1.9 days, 35 S, 

((Cocc01Cocc01) .  ) .  
Bright star, potential Bright star, potential 
strong signal (S/N ~13)strong signal (S/N ~13)

•• HD180699, HD180699, --1.2 days 1.2 days 
20 S. (20 S. (Cocc02Cocc02).  ).  
Moderately bright star,Moderately bright star,
potential strong signalpotential strong signal
(S/N ~5)(S/N ~5)
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Io Plasma Torus

How and why does the composition and density of the How and why does the composition and density of the torustorus vary vary 
with time?with time?
•• Synoptic EUV observations of S and O ions at both Synoptic EUV observations of S and O ions at both torustorus ansaeansae using using 

the same Alice spectra used for the Jupiter the same Alice spectra used for the Jupiter auroralauroral study:study:
•• Observatory phase: Observatory phase: --52 52 --> > --37 days (37 days (JobsUV01JobsUV01))
•• --37 37 --> > --27 days (27 days (JappUV01JappUV01))
•• --20 20 --> > --17 days (17 days (JappUV02JappUV02))

How does the detailed morphology of the How does the detailed morphology of the torustorus vary with vary with 
longitude?longitude?
•• Alice EUV scans of the Alice EUV scans of the torustorus

noon, midnight, morning, noon, midnight, morning, 
and evening and evening ansaeansae with with 
2.3 x 7.1 2.3 x 7.1 RRIoIo
spatial resolution spatial resolution 
((Tuvspec01 Tuvspec01 –– 0404))
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Magnetosphere

How do plasma conditions near Jupiter compare to How do plasma conditions near Jupiter compare to 
previous previous in situin situ observations?observations?
•• Monitoring of the magnetospheric plasma during the flyby with Monitoring of the magnetospheric plasma during the flyby with 

SWAP and PEPPSI (SWAP and PEPPSI (Jnearmag01Jnearmag01))
How is plasma lost How is plasma lost 
from the from the 
magnetosphere?magnetosphere?
•• FirstFirst--ever flight down ever flight down 

Jupiter’s Jupiter’s magnetotailmagnetotail, , 
with continuous plasma with continuous plasma 
observations by SWAP observations by SWAP 
and PEPSSI till +105 and PEPSSI till +105 
days days 
((Jpostmag01, 02Jpostmag01, 02))
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Rings

Do the ring moons Do the ring moons MetisMetis and and AdrasteaAdrastea represent the represent the 
upper end of a broad size distribution of ring moon upper end of a broad size distribution of ring moon 
“parent bodies”?“parent bodies”?
•• Search all longitudes with LORRI for ~kmSearch all longitudes with LORRI for ~km--sized moons on sized moons on 

approach, and determine their orbital periods by repeating approach, and determine their orbital periods by repeating 
the search (the search (Rsatsrch01 Rsatsrch01 –– 0303, , --4.0, 4.0, --2.3 days)2.3 days)

What is the vertical structure of the rings?  How What is the vertical structure of the rings?  How 
thick are they? What are the “ripples” glimpsed by thick are they? What are the “ripples” glimpsed by 
Galileo?Galileo?
•• Image the rings with LORRI for 10 hours centered on ring Image the rings with LORRI for 10 hours centered on ring 

plane crossing at +1.9 days (plane crossing at +1.9 days (Rpcross02 Rpcross02 –– 0404))
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Rings, contd.
What is the structure of What is the structure of Thebe’sThebe’s gossamer ring?gossamer ring?
•• Image the Thebe ring with LORRI during its own ring plane crossiImage the Thebe ring with LORRI during its own ring plane crossing ng 

((Rpcross01Rpcross01))
What is the ring made of?What is the ring made of?
•• Obtain a single LEISA frame near RPX, for a 1.25 Obtain a single LEISA frame near RPX, for a 1.25 –– 2.5 micron 2.5 micron 

spectrum (spectrum (Rpcross03Rpcross03))
Are there “quadrant asymmetries” or other longitudinal variationAre there “quadrant asymmetries” or other longitudinal variations s 
in the ring brightness?in the ring brightness?
•• Multiple images the ring away from the ring plane crossing (Multiple images the ring away from the ring plane crossing (Rphase01 Rphase01 ––

06, Rbest0106, Rbest01))
What are the relative spatial distributions of the ring dust andWhat are the relative spatial distributions of the ring dust and
larger parent bodies?larger parent bodies?
•• Image the ring Image the ring ansaansa at a wide range of phase angles (at a wide range of phase angles (Rphase01 Rphase01 –– 0606))
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Small Satellites

What are the sizes, shapes, and What are the sizes, shapes, and 
photometric properties of Jupiter’s photometric properties of Jupiter’s 
outer irregular satellites?outer irregular satellites?
•• Imaging of Imaging of HimaliaHimalia with LORRI at with LORRI at 

phase anglesphase angles
from 11 to 90 degrees (from 11 to 90 degrees (Hphase01 Hphase01 ––
0404), with up to 7 pixel diameter ), with up to 7 pixel diameter 
(comparable to Cassini)(comparable to Cassini)

•• Imaging of Imaging of ElaraElara with LORRI at with LORRI at 
phase angles from 20 to 90 degrees phase angles from 20 to 90 degrees 
((Lphase01 Lphase01 –– 0404), with up to 3 pixel ), with up to 3 pixel 
diameterdiameter
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Kodak Moments
What are the scenic What are the scenic 
properties of the properties of the 
Jupiter system?Jupiter system?
•• LORRI images of LORRI images of 

selected scenic selected scenic 
conjunctions and conjunctions and 
alignments of the alignments of the 
satellites satellites 
((Jkodak01, 02, 03, Jkodak01, 02, 03, 
Ikodak01, Ekodak01, Ikodak01, Ekodak01, 
Gkodak01, Gkodak01, 
Ckodak01Ckodak01))
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Implementation

The following slides illustrate the planned The following slides illustrate the planned 
observation sequenceobservation sequence
Small (but only small) changes to this sequence Small (but only small) changes to this sequence 
are likely before the plan is finalizedare likely before the plan is finalized
Visit names in red on previous slides are a Visit names in red on previous slides are a 
combination of the visit descriptor and visit combination of the visit descriptor and visit 
number in the following spreadsheets, number in the following spreadsheets, 
e.g. e.g. Isunmon01 Isunmon01 refers to refers to 

Times are UT, spacecraft event timeTimes are UT, spacecraft event time
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Observatory Phase

--52 days 52 days --37 days37 days
3 pairs of LORRI Jupiter global maps for 3 pairs of LORRI Jupiter global maps for 
cloud dynamicscloud dynamics
Three calibration observationsThree calibration observations
One scenic global view of Jupiter + One scenic global view of Jupiter + 
satellitessatellites
Remainder of time (except for DSN passes) Remainder of time (except for DSN passes) 
used for continuous Alice monitoring of used for continuous Alice monitoring of 
Jupiter Jupiter auroraeaurorae and Io and Io torustorus
Continuous SWAP and PEPSSI observations Continuous SWAP and PEPSSI observations 
of the solar windof the solar wind
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Auroral Campaigns

Four calibration observationsFour calibration observations
One scenic global view of Jupiter + satellitesOne scenic global view of Jupiter + satellites
Break for TCMBreak for TCM
Remainder of time (except for DSN passes) used for continuous AlRemainder of time (except for DSN passes) used for continuous Alice ice 
monitoring of Jupiter monitoring of Jupiter auroraeaurorae and Io and Io torustorus
Continuous SWAP and PEPSSI observations of the solar windContinuous SWAP and PEPSSI observations of the solar wind
Erase SSR at ~ Erase SSR at ~ --12 days12 days
TCM until TCM until --4.2 days4.2 days
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Close Encounter, -4.22 - -3.28 days

Io observations for plume monitoring (3, LORRI)Io observations for plume monitoring (3, LORRI)
Ganymede composition map (1, LEISA)Ganymede composition map (1, LEISA)
Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)
Radiometric calibration on Jupiter (1, REX)Radiometric calibration on Jupiter (1, REX)
88--hour sequence of images of Jupiter’s ring to search for satellithour sequence of images of Jupiter’s ring to search for satellites es 
(epoch 1)  (1, LORRI)(epoch 1)  (1, LORRI)
DSN passDSN pass
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Graphical timeline, -4.22 - -2.22 days
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Close Encounter, -3.28 - -2.88 days

Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI)Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI)
UV map of the Io UV map of the Io torustorus ansaansa (1, Alice)(1, Alice)
Maps of Jupiter HMaps of Jupiter H33

++ and UV and UV auroraeaurorae (2, (2, 
LEISA+AliceLEISA+Alice))
Europa UV spectra (3, Alice)Europa UV spectra (3, Alice)
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Close Encounter, -2.88 - -2.45 days 

Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI)Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI)
Ganymede eclipse (1, all instruments)Ganymede eclipse (1, all instruments)
Images of the Little Red Spot (Images of the Little Red Spot (now moved closer, to now moved closer, to --1.5 and 1.5 and --1.1 days 1.1 days 
before encounterbefore encounter) (2, LORRI)) (2, LORRI)
Mosaic of the Jupiter ring Mosaic of the Jupiter ring ansaansa (1, LORRI)(1, LORRI)
Long series of Callisto UV integrations to search for atmosphereLong series of Callisto UV integrations to search for atmosphere (1, Alice)(1, Alice)
Image of Europa terminator (1, LORRI)Image of Europa terminator (1, LORRI)
Callisto composition map (1, LEISA)Callisto composition map (1, LEISA)
Europa composition map (1, LEISA)Europa composition map (1, LEISA)
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Graphical timeline, -2.22 - -0.22 days
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Close Encounter, -2.45 – 1.48 days 

Io eclipse (interrupted by ring search longitude gap fill) (2, aIo eclipse (interrupted by ring search longitude gap fill) (2, all instruments)ll instruments)
Image of Europa terminator (1, LORRI)Image of Europa terminator (1, LORRI)
Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI, Alice)Io observations for plume monitoring (2, LORRI, Alice)
Jupiter ring moon search: second epoch (interrupted by Io stellaJupiter ring moon search: second epoch (interrupted by Io stellar r 
occultation)  (2, LORRI)occultation)  (2, LORRI)
Io stellar occultation  (1, Alice)Io stellar occultation  (1, Alice)
Callisto stellar occultation (1, Alice)Callisto stellar occultation (1, Alice)
Ganymede composition map (1, LEISA, LORRI, Alice)Ganymede composition map (1, LEISA, LORRI, Alice)
DSN passDSN pass
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Close Encounter, -1.48 - -0.99 days 

HiHi--res daylight Io observations with (4, all instruments (in varioures daylight Io observations with (4, all instruments (in various s 
combinations))combinations))
Europa composition map (1, LEISA)Europa composition map (1, LEISA)
First Jupiter storm evolution observation (1, LEISA)First Jupiter storm evolution observation (1, LEISA)
Jupiter stellar occultation, ingress and egress (2, Alice)Jupiter stellar occultation, ingress and egress (2, Alice)
Jupiter ring mosaic (1, LORRI)Jupiter ring mosaic (1, LORRI)
Second Callisto stellar occultation (1, Alice)Second Callisto stellar occultation (1, Alice)
Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)
Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)
First First ElaraElara phosephose coverage image (1, LORRI)coverage image (1, LORRI)
Callisto compositional map (1, LEISA)Callisto compositional map (1, LEISA)
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Close Encounter, -0.99 - -0.20 days 

Jupiter storm evolution observation of GRS (2, LEISA)Jupiter storm evolution observation of GRS (2, LEISA)
Europa stellar occultation (1, Alice)Europa stellar occultation (1, Alice)
Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)
Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)
First First HimaliaHimalia phasephase--coverage image (1, LORRI)coverage image (1, LORRI)
Io highIo high--resolution daytime coverage (1, LORRI)resolution daytime coverage (1, LORRI)
Ganymede closest approach image (1, LORRI [MVIC should be removeGanymede closest approach image (1, LORRI [MVIC should be removed…])d…])
Best Europa eclipse (1, all instruments)Best Europa eclipse (1, all instruments)
Best Io eclipse, interrupted by timeBest Io eclipse, interrupted by time--critical GRS observation (1, all critical GRS observation (1, all 
instruments)instruments)
DSN pass (shortened to accommodate bracketing timeDSN pass (shortened to accommodate bracketing time--critical critical 
observations)observations)
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Graphical timeline, -0.22 - +1.78 days
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Close Encounter, -0.20 - +0.25 days 

Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)Europa UV spectrum (1, Alice)
Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)
Europa closest approach image (1, LORRI [MVIC has been removed])Europa closest approach image (1, LORRI [MVIC has been removed])
Io highIo high--resolution daytime coverage (3, LORRI)resolution daytime coverage (3, LORRI)
Jupiter storm evolution observation, full illuminated hemisphereJupiter storm evolution observation, full illuminated hemisphere (1, (1, 
LEISA)LEISA)
Callisto compositional map (1, LEISA)Callisto compositional map (1, LEISA)
Second Io stellar occultation (1, Alice)Second Io stellar occultation (1, Alice)
Flat field calibration observation of Jupiter terminator (1, MVIFlat field calibration observation of Jupiter terminator (1, MVIC)C)
BestBest--view mosaic of Jupiter ring (1, LORRI)view mosaic of Jupiter ring (1, LORRI)
Io Io torustorus ansaansa map (1, Alice)map (1, Alice)
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Close Encounter, +0.25 - +0.91 days 

Scenic view of Europa behind Jupiter’s limb (1, LORRI)Scenic view of Europa behind Jupiter’s limb (1, LORRI)
Jupiter storm evolution observation, full illuminated hemisphereJupiter storm evolution observation, full illuminated hemisphere (1, (1, 
LEISA)LEISA)
NightsideNightside color observation of Io in Jupiter shine (1, LEISA, color observation of Io in Jupiter shine (1, LEISA, 
MVIC)MVIC)
Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)Europa terminator image (1, LORRI)
Io highIo high--resolution nighttime coverage (2, all instruments in various resolution nighttime coverage (2, all instruments in various 
combinations)combinations)
DSN passDSN pass
Mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, LORRI)Mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, LORRI)
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Close Encounter, +0.91 - +1.51 days 

Europa terminator images (2, LORRI)Europa terminator images (2, LORRI)
Io highIo high--phase coverage (2, LORRI, Alice)phase coverage (2, LORRI, Alice)
Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)
Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice) Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice) 
Io Io torustorus ansaansa UV scan (1, Alice)UV scan (1, Alice)
Io eclipse (1, all instruments)Io eclipse (1, all instruments)
DSN passDSN pass
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Graphical timeline, +1.78 - +3.78 days
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Close Encounter, +1.51 - +2.20 days 

Io highIo high--phase coverage (3, LORRI, Alice, MVIC)phase coverage (3, LORRI, Alice, MVIC)
Jupiter Thebe ringJupiter Thebe ring--plane crossing observation (1, LORRI)plane crossing observation (1, LORRI)
HimaliaHimalia, , ElaraElara phasephase--coverage images (2, LORRI)coverage images (2, LORRI)
Jupiter main ringJupiter main ring--plane crossing observations, interrupted by timeplane crossing observations, interrupted by time--
critical Io observations (3, LORRI)critical Io observations (3, LORRI)
NightsideNightside color observation of Io in Jupiter shine (1, LEISA, color observation of Io in Jupiter shine (1, LEISA, 
MVIC)MVIC)
Io highIo high--phase coverage (2, LORRI, Alice)phase coverage (2, LORRI, Alice)
Europa UV spectra (2, Alice)Europa UV spectra (2, Alice)
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Close Encounter, +2.20 - +2.83 days 

Scenic Io/Europa conjunction (1, LORRI, MVIC)Scenic Io/Europa conjunction (1, LORRI, MVIC)
Io highIo high--phase coverage (3, LORRI, Alice)phase coverage (3, LORRI, Alice)
Europa UV calibration (1, Alice)Europa UV calibration (1, Alice)
Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice) Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice) 
Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)
Io Io torustorus ansaansa UV scan (1, Alice)UV scan (1, Alice)
DSN passDSN pass
Mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, LORRI)Mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, LORRI)
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Close Encounter, +2.83 - +3.92 days 

Europa UV spectra (2, Alice)Europa UV spectra (2, Alice)
Last Io highLast Io high--phase coverage (5, LORRI, Alice)phase coverage (5, LORRI, Alice)
Maps of Jupiter HMaps of Jupiter H33

++ and UV and UV auroraeaurorae (4, (4, LEISA+AliceLEISA+Alice))
ElaraElara phasephase--coverage image (2, LORRI)coverage image (2, LORRI)
DSN passDSN pass
Last mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, Last mosaic of Jupiter ring for phase coverage (1, 
LORRI)LORRI)
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Graphical timeline, +3.78 - +5.78 days
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Close Encounter, +3.92 - +7.39 days 

Scenic view of Ganymede in front of JupiterScenic view of Ganymede in front of Jupiter
Scenic fullScenic full--crescent mosaic of Jupiter, Callisto, and Ganymedecrescent mosaic of Jupiter, Callisto, and Ganymede
Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice)Callisto long UV integration (1, Alice)
Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)Europa UV spectra (1, Alice)
ElaraElara, , HimaliaHimalia phase coverage, including closest approach (5, LORRI)phase coverage, including closest approach (5, LORRI)
Ganymede eclipse (1, LORRI, Alice)Ganymede eclipse (1, LORRI, Alice)
Ganymede stellar occultation (1, Alice)Ganymede stellar occultation (1, Alice)
DSN pass (later ones are not yet scheduled)DSN pass (later ones are not yet scheduled)
Jupiter radiometry calibration (1, REX)Jupiter radiometry calibration (1, REX)
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Graphical timeline, +5.78 - +7.78 days
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Magnetotail: +7.39 - +100 days 

No remote sensing observations planned except for calibrationsNo remote sensing observations planned except for calibrations
Spacecraft is assumed to be EarthSpacecraft is assumed to be Earth--pointed for most of this periodpointed for most of this period
Annual checkout at ~ +30 daysAnnual checkout at ~ +30 days


